
Name:____________________ 

Integrated Math 3 - Ch. 14 Project 

 

Piecewise Art Project  

 

As you already know, you will not be taking a test for Chapter 14.  Instead, you will be creating a 

piece of art to demonstrate your skills in graphing and transforming various functions.  For this 

project, you must “graph” a picture.  The picture can be of anything you like, but must fit specific 

criteria (checklist below): 

 

 Use www.desmos.com to graph your piecewise relation.  

 Create account (sign in) so you can save your work. 

 Enter rules and domains of each piece like so:  

 Graph inequalities: 

o   shaded below  

o shaded between  

 

 When you are satisfied with your equations and graphs, click the share button 

and  e-mail it to me: vxiong@fcusd.org  

 

Write at least a paragraph describing your project. Include the goals of the activity, a description 

of your picture, a description of your procedure, any problems that you encountered, and what 

you learned from the project. Be Creative!  

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.desmos.com/
mailto:vxiong@fcusd.org
https://www.desmos.com/calculator/544qx94sez
https://sites.google.com/a/bbns.org/desmosdemos/#TOC-Movable-points


Checklist of product contents:  

 

1) At least one of each of the following functions must be use: 

-linear  

- Absolute value functions  

-Quadratic  

-Exponential function  

-Radical (Square root/cube root)   

-Circle  

 

Using other function also permitted. 

 

2) A minimum of 25 equations  

 

3) You must use restricted domains (piecewise functions). 

 

5) Use at least one inequality  

 

6) Creativity is a plus! Add coloring, shading, motion. Your job is to create a masterpiece picture 

using a piecewise relation. 

 

7) Typed Description Paragraph in complete sentences explaining: your goals of the project, 

picture, procedure, problems, and anything you learned in the process.  

 

8) Shared digital version. 

 

 

Ideas: Something you’re interested in, such as cars, music, sports, animals, etc. A logo Famous 

artwork Letters and words, such as your name A geometric pattern 

 

 

Graphing with restrictions: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5P8l7VDncc&feature=plcp  

 

Animations : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bC8xA1vAqyc  

 

Inequalities : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2H3cAYmBdyI  

 

More Features :  

 

https://sites.google.com/a/bbns.org/desmosdemos/#TOC-Movable-points 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mql5eZTkZmo 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5P8l7VDncc&feature=plcp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bC8xA1vAqyc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2H3cAYmBdyI
https://sites.google.com/a/bbns.org/desmosdemos/#TOC-Movable-points
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mql5eZTkZmo

